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European Union (EU) fishers need a range of gear options to comply with requirements under the landing obligation. Alternative fishing gears
may be implemented provided equivalent selectivity can be demonstrated. Catch comparison is a valid method of testing the size selectivity
of two or more fishing gears and simultaneous gear deployment helps minimize between-haul spatiotemporal variability in abundance. Non-
simultaneous or alternate-haul deployments are generally required for single-rig trawls or seines nets. In those gears, matching consecutive
test and control hauls helps minimize such variability. Random-haul matching strategies have also been employed where consecutive deploy-
ments are not logistically possible. Here, we investigated the effects of different matching methodologies by simulating a range of stylized sce-
narios of between-haul variation in abundance. We resampled data from a multi-rig catch comparison trial and emulated consecutive or
randomly matched hauls. We examined how haul matching methodology influences catch curve estimates and uncertainty. Aiming for a bal-
ance in abundance across consecutively matched hauls is optimal, while random-haul matching may be the best strategy if neither balanced
abundance nor consecutive hauls can be achieved. Based on these outputs, we provide practical guidance for experimental design during
planning and at-sea operations to optimize trial outputs.
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Introduction
First introduced in 1970 and updated most recently in 2013, the

European Union Common Fisheries Policy (CFP) aims to: main-

tain or restore stocks of harvested species of living marine biolog-

ical resources in EU waters above maximum sustainable yield by

2020 and gradually eliminate discards by introducing a landing

obligation or discard ban (EU, 2013).

To support the aims of the CFP, the EU has implemented a

range of regulations, which include: baseline codend mesh sizes

and selective gears (EU, 2019a); annual regionalized “discard

plans” with fishery-specific gear measures and provision to add

alternative gear measures on the basis of equivalent selectivity

with existing measures (e.g. EU, 2019b); and remedial measures

with further gear requirements for particular species (EU, 2020).

In the light of this dynamic regulatory environment, it is essential

that selectivity characteristics of new or alternative gears can be

expeditiously and robustly tested to provide fishers with options

to effectively meet changes in management.

The 2019 EU technical measures regulation defines selectivity

as the probability of capture of marine biological resources of a

certain size and/or species (EU, 2019a). For example, size selectiv-

ity may be assessed by estimating the size structure of the fish

retained in a codend and relating this to the total population en-

countered (Wileman et al., 1996). This is typically achieved by

deploying a small-mesh cover around a test codend or by deploy-

ing an additional small-mesh control codend.

The use of small mesh in such experiments can result in overly

large catches and biased results by blocking the path of fish escape
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through the test codend (Madsen and Holst, 2002) or damaging the

small mesh (Hillis and Earley, 1982). These effects can be mitigated by

shortening haul duration which reduces codend catch size, a factor

that influences codend selectivity (O’Neill and Kynoch, 1996).

Size selectivity may also be obtained by estimating the probabil-

ity that a fish of a given length will be retained in a test gear com-

pared with a control gear (Holst and Revill, 2009). Such “catch

comparison” trials do not require the use of small mesh and the

gear can be deployed for haul durations representative of commer-

cial fishing operations. Hence, catch comparison trials are ideally

suited to scientifically robust gear assessment and this method is

considered appropriate for testing and implementing new or alter-

native gears in EU fisheries (STECF, 2017; Calderwood et al.,

2021).

Multi-rig catch comparison trials facilitate simultaneous de-

ployment of test and control gears on the same vessel, which

greatly assists in minimizing between-haul spatiotemporal vari-

ability in abundance (e.g. Browne et al., 2017; Cosgrove et al.,

2019). Such simultaneous deployments are generally not possible

in the case of single-rig trawls or seine nets, which usually rely on

alternate hauls from the same vessel or parallel hauls on two dif-

ferent vessels (Wileman et al., 1996). Alternating test and control

hauls is generally less costly and logistically complex and hence,

far more commonly employed compared with the parallel

method. Also, parallel hauls may not be technically feasible in the

case of certain gears such as seine nets. Compared with multirigs,

however, alternate hauls are prone to greater between-haul vari-

ability. This is particularly evident where a vessel moves ground

between deployments (McHugh et al., 2019) or difficulties and

delays associated with gear changeover (Sistiaga et al., 2016).

Regardless of the experimental method used, catches, environ-

mental conditions, and gear selectivity parameters vary between

hauls (Fryer, 1991). Methods such as random effects models

(Holst and Revill, 2009), mixed model smoothers (Fryer et al.,

2003), generalized estimating equations that account for correla-

tions/clustering among observations (e.g. Ward and Myers,

2007), and bootstrapping (Cosgrove et al., 2019) have been used

to deal with between-haul variation in catch comparisons. In ad-

dition to matching consecutive deployments, alternate hauls have

been dealt with by randomly matching test and control hauls

with bootstrapping (Sistiaga et al., 2016). The relative impacts of

these strategies on estimating between-haul variability are poorly

understood.

Here, we investigate the effects of different matching methodo-

logies in alternate-haul gear trials. We use a simulation frame-

work to investigate these effects under a range of stock

abundance scenarios. We resample data from a multi-rig catch

comparison experiment to emulate consecutive or randomly

matched hauls. We describe how haul matching methodology

influences catch curve (relative size selectivity) estimates and un-

certainty. Finally, we provide practical guidance for experimental

design and decisions during planning and at-sea operations to

optimize trial outputs.

Material and methods
Fishing gear and sampling operations
A twin-trawl (multi-rig) catch comparison trial was carried out

in the Celtic Sea (ICES divisions 7.j and 7.g) during May 2019.

Fishing gear consisted of identical twin-rigged whitefish hopper

trawls configured using triple warps, a pair of otter boards (trawl

doors) and a centre clump weight (Table 1). The test gear com-

prised a codend and extension piece constructed from 90-mm

(nominal mesh size) T90 (turned 90�) mesh. The control gear

comprised a codend and extension piece constructed from

80-mm (nominal mesh size) T0 (diamond) mesh fitted with a

3-m-long 120-mm square-mesh panel (SMP) located between 9

and 12 m from the codline.

Test and control codends and extension pieces were con-

structed in two panels using 4-mm diameter double polyethylene

(PE) compacted twine while the SMP was constructed using

knotless nylon twine as is common in the fishery. Codend and ex-

tension piece circumference was the maximum 120 meshes round

for the control and 79 meshes round for the test gear. Although

the maximum circumference for both 80 and 90-mm codend

mesh sizes is 120 meshes round, trials of T90 mesh in the same

area have shown that a reduced circumference of around 80

meshes round yields positive results in terms of ease of handling

and improved selectivity (Browne et al., 2016; McHugh et al.,

2019; Robert et al., 2020). The fishing operations during the trial

targeted gadoids and approximated normal commercial practice.

Total catches were quantified and sorted to species level. The total

weight of commercial species was recorded along with a random

representative sub-sample where necessary. Total length of

Table 1. Twin-trawl catch comparison experiment: characteristics of control and test gear.

Gear characteristic Control Test

Headline length (m) 28
Footrope length (m) 21
Fishing circle (meshes � mm) 600 � 120
Sweep length (m) 55þ 51
Warp diameter (mm) 20
Door manufacturer and model Bison 11
Door weight (kg) 900
Clump weight (kg)/type 900/roller
Average headline height (m) 5.4
Average door spread (m) 139
Codend mesh orientation T0 (diamond) T90 (turned 90�)
Nominal codend mesh size (mm) 80 90
Measured codend mesh size (mm) 85.6 92.2
Codend circumference (no. meshes round) 120 79
120-mm SMP distance from codline (m) 9 Not present
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commercial fish species was measured to the nearest cm below

with raising factors applied to counts if subsampling occurred.

Although data were collected for all species encountered, here,

cod, haddock and whiting were analysed as they are the key spe-

cies considered for equivalent selectivity (EU, 2019b). Megrim

was also included in this analysis to examine the effects on a flat-

fish species—T90 has been shown to be less selective than T0

mesh orientation for flatfish (Madsen et al., 2012; Bayse et al.,

2016; Browne et al., 2016).

Simulation
A simplified simulation framework was constructed to develop

controlled insights on the potential impact of multi-rig, consecu-

tive, and random-haul matching under a range of between-haul

abundance variability scenarios. We used the general model

framework of Millar and Fryer (1999) whereby we simulated

catches based on the abundance of fish contacting the gear, fish-

ing power of the gears and probability of retention given contact

with the test or control gear. Our baseline simulation haul match-

ing was a multi-rig deployment, the data from which was then

matched consecutively or randomly. Each component of the sim-

ulation is described below.

Population
By “population” we refer to the abundance—at length l contact-

ing the combined gear in a given haul h, klh (hereafter termed

“abundance”). We set abundance contacting the gears (i.e. before

individual gear effects) between high (1000 contacting fish across

lengths) and low (100 fish) depending on the abundance scenario

(below). Then, in all simulations, length of fish contacting the

gear was randomly drawn from a lognormal distribution with a

mean of 30 cm and standard deviation on the log scale of 0.3.

While real populations are comprised of a mixture of length-at-

age distributions (Batts et al., 2019), we use a relatively wide sin-

gle distribution for simplicity.

To explore the impact of a variety of potential at-sea trial out-

comes, we implemented five stylized between-haul abundance

scenarios (Table 2): (i) “exchangeable” where all hauls (ten

matched hauls in total to reflect the real data reported) had high

contact abundance representing a trial scenario where the abun-

dance is the same for all hauls; (ii) “balanced” where the first four

hauls had low abundance followed by six high-abundance hauls

(balance terminology pertains to balance in alternate matching

rather than an even number of hauls on both populations) repre-

senting a scenario where, for example the vessel moved ground to

a higher abundance area after four hauls; (iii) “unbalanced”

where the first three hauls had low abundance and the rest had

high abundance, again representing a change of abundance on

the grounds but with an uneven number of hauls in the low-

abundance grounds; (iv) “sequential” where abundance linearly

increases from low to high across the hauls, representing for ex-

ample where abundance increases across the trial such as where

the vessel progressively fishes deeper and encounters increasing

abundance; and (v) “random” where abundance randomly varies

between low and high populations across hauls representing a

rare or patchily distributed species.

Fishing power and selection probability
We assumed length-constant and equal fishing power of p¼ 0.5

(of the fish contacting both gears—half contacted the control and

half the test) but note that effects of length-constant fishing power

would be the same as those associated with population changes

within this framework, as the catch rate of a gear is the product of

these and retention probability. While population changes were

implemented, the effects of length-constant fishing power changes

would be the same in the absence of interactions among effects.

Contact selection curves were: control gear logit(rC(l)) ¼ 0.2 �
(l � 30); and test gear logit(rT(l)) ¼ 0.5 � (l � 35). Many values

of the selectivity parameters are possible, but given the goal of the

simulation to develop insights over an exhaustive factorial simu-

lation, we kept the differences between the gears simple but of

large magnitude.

Random variability
We sampled the catch-at-length for a given gear from a Poisson

distribution (Millar and Fryer, 1999) given by:

gljh � Pois pjklhrjðlÞ
� �

; (1)

where j indexes the gear.

Haul matching
Our baseline haul matching uses multi-rig where both gears si-

multaneously sample the same population. “Consecutive” com-

prises matching sequential deployments (i.e. control gear in haul

one with test gear in haul two, vice versa and so on so that all

hauls are matched). “Random” comprises randomly matching

control and test hauls (e.g. with ten simultaneous matches there

are 10 � 10 possible random matchings).

Replicates
Models fit to each scenario were the same as those described below

for the real data except no sub-sampling of the catch was conducted

in the simulation. For each scenario, we ran 1000 simulations and

reported the average catch curve and average upper and lower 95%

confidence limits per scenario and matching methodology. We tabu-

late the average confidence intervals at small, mid, and large sizes to

demonstrate example precision changes (Table 3).

Table 2. Stylised between-haul abundance variation scenarios.

Abundance scenario Description

Exchangeable High abundance across all hauls (1–10)
Balanced Even no. hauls with high (1–4) and low (5–10) abundances
Unbalanced Uneven no. hauls with low (1–3) and high (4–10) abundances
Sequential Linear increase in abundance from hauls 1 to 10
Random Abundance randomly varied between high and low across all hauls (1–10)
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Real trial haul matching
Our baseline analysis comprises the multi-rig matching during the

actual gear trial (termed “simultaneous matching” hereafter).

To emulate a consecutive matching methodology, hauls were matched

in sequence, e.g. control haul 1 matching with test haul 2 (see Figure 1).

To emulate a scenario where it is not suitable to match hauls in se-

quence, we also randomly matched hauls using methods similar to

Sistiaga et al. (2016) (termed “random matching” hereafter).

Between-haul variability and sub-sampling ratios were incorporated

to estimate a mean curve with 95% confidence intervals. To illustrate

how inferences from the data can differ based on how hauls are

matched, the generalized additive model (GAM) applied was kept

consistent (as explained in the model description section below)

through all three matching methodologies. Model development used

the count of measured samples in each haul, grouped by length class

and split into control and test gear categories. As counts were sub-

sampled, an offset was applied for the proportion of the catch in ei-

ther codend (Holst and Revill, 2009).

Sistiaga et al. (2016) applied a bootstrap (with replacement) to

the hauls to randomly match among the observed hauls and

within-haul sampling. The method randomly matches hauls, esti-

mates the proportion retained (catch curve), stores the curves,

and repeats 10 000 times to estimate the mean curve and 95%

bootstrap confidence intervals. Note that while Sistiaga et al.

(2016) propose recovering selectivity parameters (e.g. L50 and se-

lection range), here we ran catch comparison analyses.

Non-bootstrap model description
The response data yh;i;j comprised the count of a given species in

haul h, length-class i and compartment j 2 fC; Tg (control and

test). We modelled the count in the test gear as a binomial gener-

alized additive mixed model.

Binomial distribution: yh;i;j � Bin nh;i; ph;i;Tð Þ; (2)

Logit link function: ln
ph;i;T

ph;i;C

� �
¼ gh;i;T ; (3)

Linear predictor: gh;i;T ¼ s lið Þ þ uh þ oh; (4)

where nh,i is the total count of fish in length class i in haul h; ph,i,T

is the proportion of the catch retained in the test gear (the catch

curve) in haul h, length-class i; s lið Þ is a penalized cubic spline

function of length with up to five knots (less for random boot-

strap depending on number of length categories in random sam-

ple; and up to a maximum of ten for the simulated fits) placed at

quantiles of length; uh � Nð0; rhÞ are the haul-level random

effects on the log-odds, assumed normally distributed with stan-

dard deviation rh; oh ¼ ln
qh;T

qh;C

� �
is the offset reflecting the pro-

portion q of the mass of the species measured per compartment

in haul h. The model was fit for each species by maximum likeli-

hood using the mgcv (Wood, 2011) package in R (R Core Team,

2016).

Results
Simulation
Estimated catch-curves were relatively accurate across methods and

scenarios with some systematic departures from the true curve (e.g.

Figure 1. Twin-trawl catch comparison experiment: simultaneous
(rows) and emulated consecutive haul matching sequence (connected
by diagonal lines). Hauls 4 and 12 were invalid and control and test gears
were swapped between port and starboard trawls after haul 6.

Table 3. Summary of method precision: average 95% confidence
intervals at three selected lengths across 1,000 simulations for each
scenario by estimation method.

Scenario Length (cm) Simultaneous Consecutive Random

Exchangeable 20 0.014 0.014 0.010
35 0.057 0.059 0.060
50 0.097 0.098 0.107

Balanced 20 0.019 0.019 0.015
35 0.070 0.073 0.317
50 0.120 0.121 0.344

Unbalanced 20 0.017 0.021 0.012
35 0.067 0.308 0.262
50 0.113 0.333 0.289

Sequential 20 0.021 0.021 0.014
35 0.076 0.112 0.238
50 0.128 0.156 0.271

Random 20 0.021 0.034 0.017
35 0.078 0.449 0.377
50 0.131 0.480 0.405
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�35 cm, Figure 2). Greater differences were observed in the precision

across scenarios and estimation methods (Figure 2). For simultaneous

matching, the uncertainty (average 95% confidence interval) reflects

the overall abundance of each scenario: from “A” (ten high hauls),

“C” (seven high/three low), “B” (six high/four low) to “E” (five high/

five low on average) (Figure 2). Despite this slight trend, the uncer-

tainties are similar and low for simultaneous deployments (Figure 2

and Table 3). The exchangeable abundance scenario had similar levels

of uncertainty across the three matching strategies (Figure 2A), as

expected and reflecting that a suitable number of simulations were

run. As anticipated, the same low level of uncertainty occurred using

simultaneous and consecutive haul matching in the balanced scenario,

while uncertainty was substantially greater using random matching

that matches across different populations (Figure 2B and Table 3).

Uncertainty was lower under consecutive matching than random

matching in the sequential abundance scenario (Figure 2D), reflecting

that consecutive matches are on more similar populations than ran-

dom matching. Substantially greater uncertainty occurred using con-

secutive matching in the unbalanced scenario, reflecting differences in

abundance across matched hauls. Also, random matching had slightly

lower uncertainty compared with consecutive haul matching

(Figure 2E). The greatest uncertainty occurred using consecutive haul

matching under the random abundance scenario. Random-haul

matching reduced this uncertainty to some extent (Figure 2E).
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Figure 2. Simulation results showing the mean proportion and mean 95% confidence intervals for the three matching strategies (columns)
under five between-haul population scenarios (rows). Solid lines denote mean proportion and grey shaded area the mean 95% confidence
intervals across 1000 simulations for that scenario. Points represent the true proportions.
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Fishing operations and catch data
A total of 12 hauls were completed over 4 days but hauls 4 and 12

were considered invalid as the trawl doors failed to spread suffi-

ciently as reported by gear monitoring sensors. Mean haul dura-

tion, towing speed, and depth fished were 03:59 h, 2.8 kt, and

92 m respectively. Length frequencies of cod, whiting, haddock,

and megrim display varying numbers by species with haddock

dominating the catches overall (Figure 3). Catches of haddock

and whiting < Minimum Conservation Reference Size (MCRS)

were practically eliminated and greatly reduced for cod in the test

90-mm T90 codend compared with the control 80-mm codend

with 120-mm SMP (Figure 3). Catches of megrim < MCRS were

similar in both gears and neither retained appreciable quantities

of this species (Figure 3). The test gear retained fewer whiting �
MCRS and more haddock � MCRS compared with the control

gear. Catches of � MCRS cod and megrim were similar in both

gears.

Real trial haul matching
Empirically, simultaneous and consecutive matching of hauls had

broadly similar patterns in the proportions retained (Figure 4).

No random-haul matching results are shown because inference is

based on many such matches. Specific differences are, however,

apparent with haddock of �40 cm with greater proportions in the

control gear when consecutively matched (Figure 4B).

Broadly similar catches at length occurred across haul matching

strategies and species except for megrim where the shape of the

proportion retained was qualitatively different being logit-linear

for simultaneous matching (Figure 5A, megrim). Apparent differ-

ences are typically not significantly different as approximately

judged by the overlapping of the confidence intervals on either side

of the equal retention line (e.g. large haddock >60 cm).

Simultaneous haul matching yielded narrower confidence

intervals around the mean curve (Figure 5) for all species indicat-

ing reduced uncertainty. Such differences would impact inference

as judged by the overlap of the confidence intervals with the equal

retention line (e.g. whiting 40–45 cm simultaneous compared to

consecutive haul matching, megrim >35 cm simultaneous com-

pared to consecutive and random-haul matching). Consecutive

haul matching shows increased uncertainty compared with the si-

multaneous model. This is attributable to a haul effect related to

non-simultaneous deployment of test and control gears, which

may confound finer scale inference on the size selectivity of the

two gears. For megrim and haddock, we observed a clear pattern

of increasing uncertainty moving from simultaneous to consecu-

tive to random-haul matching (Figures 5 and 6, haddock and me-

grim). For cod, uncertainty was similar between the consecutive

and the random-haul matching strategies except for those

>60 cm where there were very few fish.

Interestingly, for whiting we observed narrower confidence

intervals for the random matching than for the consecutive

matching (Figure 5B and C, whiting). When matching across dif-

ferent whiting abundances in hauls 3 and 5, there is an increase in

magnitude of the random effects in the model (Figure 7) as it

accounts for the variation in abundance in these hauls. This con-

tributes to relatively greater standard errors at length (Figure 6)

and wider confidence intervals (Figure 5) in the consecutive com-

pared with the random-haul matching strategy.

A decrease in information when moving from simultaneous to

consecutive haul matching is also seen in the distribution of the

between-haul variability captured by the random effects

(Figure 7). The random effects were typically larger in magnitude

for the consecutive matching than for the simultaneous matching

(Figure 7).
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Figure 3. Length-frequency plots of four key species encountered
during the trial. Solid and dashed black lines represent raised catch
at length retained in the control and test codends, respectively, and
the vertical red line indicates the MCRS for each species: cod, 35 cm;
whiting, 27 cm; haddock, 30 cm; megrim, 20 cm.
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Discussion
The simulated framework (Table 2 and Figure 2) offers a refer-

ence for optimized experimental planning with the flexibility to

make informed real-time operational decisions in relation to vari-

able abundance. Simultaneous haul matching associated with

multi-rig deployment greatly minimizes uncertainty across all

abundance scenarios and should be employed where the gear is

representative of the commercial fishery.

For vessels engaged in alternate hauls, similarly low levels of

uncertainty are evident in the exchangeable high-abundance sce-

nario despite matching strategy. In the case of sequential and bal-

anced-abundance scenarios, consecutive matching is optimal.

This matching strategy can occur by default or through informed

real-time haul planning: steadily increasing catches may occur as

a trip unfolds e.g. through improved fish detection or increasing

aggregations. Under this sequential scenario, the skipper is un-

likely to move grounds, which naturally facilitates consecutive

matching. Supposing relatively high catches occur in two consec-

utive hauls; following a low catch in the subsequent haul, the

skipper is keen to move grounds. A decision can be made to com-

plete a further haul in the same low-abundance area, achieve a

consecutive match with the previous haul, and aim for a bal-

anced-abundance scenario with low uncertainty (Figure 2B).

Contingency hauls should be planned to allow for this. Another

option may be to drop a haul from the analysis but this approach

has costs in terms of losing hard won trial data or potentially bi-

ased results.

It may not always be possible to conduct an extra haul in the

same area e.g. poor weather or quota exhaustion forces a vessel to

change fishing grounds leading to an unbalanced-abundance sce-

nario. In this case, random matching may be the best strategy for

reducing uncertainty. Fouled or invalid hauls can also preclude

consecutive hauls. In the current study, haul 4 was invalid and

the vessel moved grounds. Major variation in abundance across

matched hauls 3 and 5 resulted in greater uncertainty in the con-

secutive compared with the random matching strategy as this was

effectively an unbalanced scenario.

Information on population abundance and dispersion can

point to where there may be comparable abundances and can in-

form planning decisions. Sources of abundance information may

include skippers knowledge (Calderwood et al., 2021), commer-

cial catch rates (Gerritsen et al., 2012; Mateo et al., 2017; Dolder

et al., 2018), groundfish surveys (ICES, 2020), Nephrops norvegi-

cus burrow surveys (Aristegui et al., 2020), and atlases of com-

mercial fisheries and discards (Marine Institute and Bord Iascaigh

Mhara, 2011; Gerritsen and Lordan, 2014; Dransfeld et al., 2014).

A variety of environmental variables, which also affect abun-

dance and catchability, can be factored into experimental design.

These include tidal cycle (Michalsen et al., 1996; Maynou and

Sardà, 2001; Embling et al., 2013), day/night differences in species

behaviour (Petrakis et al., 2001), and sea state (O’Neill et al.,

2003).

Fishing operations may also affect abundance. For example,

while spatial and temporal variability between hauls should be

minimized to evaluate gear rather than population effects, fish-

ing over the same grounds twice may result in local depletion

and incomparable hauls (Rijnsdorp, 2000; Poos and Rijnsdorp,

2007).

Representative sampling is fundamental to fisheries science

and fishing gear trials aim to emulate commercial fisheries while

minimizing uncertainty. Covered codend experiments reduce

spatiotemporal variability but shorter haul durations may lead to

biased results. Multi-rig catch comparisons also minimize spatio-

temporal variability but may not be representative of commercial

fisheries using single-rig gear. Differences in key gear characteris-

tics such as fishing circle, headline height, herding effects, and

haul duration influence catchability and gear selectivity. For ex-

ample, haddock typically rise ahead of the approaching trawl and
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Figure 4. Proportion at length of four key species encountered during the trial. Top row (A) estimated using simultaneous matching and
bottom row (B) consecutive matching. Matched hauls are coloured individually, and the diameter of each point is proportional to the log of
the raised count. Null hypothesis of equal retention is indicated by the dashed line at 0.5.
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often escape over the headline (Main and Sangster, 1981). Small

fish swim slower than large fish (Wardle, 1986). Hence, a multi-

rig trawl with a lower headline height is likely to retain propor-

tionally fewer small fish and to have different selective properties

compared with a single-rig trawl. Studies that aim to assess the

selectivity of single-rig gear should be based on that specific

gear. This study demonstrates how uncertainty associated with al-

ternate-haul testing of single-rig gears can be effectively reduced

and advances the case for gear-specific assessments of fish

selectivity.
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Figure 5. Overall fitted proportion at length for four key species encountered during trial estimated with (A) hauls matched simultaneously,
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